This September 11

th

is the 18th Anniversary of the worst day

in the history of the New York City Fire Department (FDNY). It has been
said that the FDNY lost its best on that day. The courage and heroism
of those that were lost, in the face of extreme terror, is something to
respect and admire. In previous September issues of the Division 7
Training and Safety Newsletter we have honored the memories of
Firefighter (Fr.) Andy Fredericks, Battalion Chief Orio Palmer,
Lieutenant (Lieut.) William McGinn, and Captain (Capt.) Billy Burke.
This year, we are honoring Captain Patrick J. “Paddy” Brown of Ladder
Co. 3.
Paddy Brown was born on November 9, 1952. He grew up in
Queens Village, Queens. His father John was an FBI agent and his
mother Ruth was a music instructor. He was the oldest of three
children. His brother Michael was a firefighter assigned to Engine 37 in
Harlem before he left the FDNY to become a Medical Doctor. His sister
Carolyn, was eleven years younger than Paddy.
At a young age, Paddy would go to the neighborhood firehouse,
Engine 304 and Ladder 162. He would go there and the firefighters
would show him what it was like to be a firefighter. This sparked a love
of being a firefighter in Paddy. He had
a scanner in his room and would listen
to the fire activity on the radio. He
and his friends would jump on their
bicycles and get to the fire as the fire
trucks would arrive at the box.

Paddy’s father was a minor league baseball player when he was
younger. He played at the AAA level for the New York Yankees. John
Brown was a Catcher. Whitey Ford and other Pitchers would
periodically stop by the Brown home. John was Paddy’s baseball coach
in Little League. He and his friends would leave the baseball field when
they would hear sirens of responding fire trucks. They would jump on
their bicycles and go to the fire.

When Paddy was a teenager, he joined a Boy Scout Explorer Post
that specialized in the fire service. He belonged to the Explorer Post in
Queens. The sponsoring firehouse was Engine 302. He had a friend
named Allen “Butch” Williams who was very active in the Explorer Post
with Paddy. They would go to drills during the weekend with other fire

service Explorer Posts from other parts of the city. The Explorers would
operate fire equipment at the Fire Academy. They would have
competitions at the Fire Academy. Members of the Bronx Explorer Post
sponsored by Engine 88, would remember that the Queens Explorer
Post would beat them in competition and that Pat Brown kid was a
thorn in their side. They all became life-long friends.
On October 17, 1966, the 23rd Street Collapse happened. The
unprecedented event killed 12 firefighters in the line-of-duty. This was
the largest life loss in the history of the FDNY at the time. Members of
the FDNY Explorer Posts were invited to attend the mass funeral in
front of St. Patrick’s Cathedral. A 13-year-old Paddy Brown stood in
formation on 5th Avenue in front of the grand cathedral. Standing next
to Paddy Brown in formation was John Rinciari of the Bronx Explorer
Post. John would later become a Yonkers Police Officer. He became an
accomplished bagpipe player and he played the bagpipes for the
Yonkers Police Department. At Paddy Brown’s memorial on November
9, 2001, John requested and received permission to play his bagpipes
with the FDNY Bagpipe Band at St. Patrick’s Cathedral. This was the
very spot where he stood with Paddy thirty-five years earlier at the 23rd
Street Collapse funeral.
Paddy Brown and his Explorer Post friend Allen “Butch” Williams
would hear multiple alarms being transmitted in Manhattan or the
Bronx over their scanners. They would take their Explorer fire gear, put
it in a bag and jump on the subway or bus. They would “take-it-in” and
watch the firefighters in action.

Paddy sought to get his foot in the door with the fire service. He
joined the New York Fire Patrol. He was assigned to Fire Patrol 1 on
West 30th Street. His tenure there would be interrupted by military
service.

When Paddy was 17, he wanted to join the U.S. Marine Corps. It was
1969 and the Vietnam War was in full swing. Paddy’s father had to sign
off on his application to join the Marines because of his age. Paddy was
initially assigned as a Clerk and he disliked his assignment. He wrote to
anyone who would listen him about changing his assignment.
Eventually, he was assigned to the “3rd Engineers Battalion” and
shipped out to Vietnam. He served two tours of duty in Vietnam. He
had operated as a “tunnel rat” and went into the tunnels that were
constructed by the Vietcong. He would search and clear the tunnels.
Pat Brown attained the rank of Sergeant. He was awarded the “Combat
Action Ribbon” and the ”Vietnam Service Medal”.

When Paddy Brown was discharged from the U.S.
Marine Corps., he was re-instated in the New York Fire
Patrol on July 11, 1973. He was re-appointed on the
same order as his friend Craig Buccieri. They were both
assigned to Fire Patrol 1. They had the ambition to
become firefighters in the FDNY. They jumped on the
FDNY Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) program.
They both took the test to become FDNY Firemen.
Both would eventually be called to the FDNY.

When Paddy Brown
returned to civilian life from
the Marine Corps., he decided
to take up the sport of boxing.
During his time in the Marines,
he practiced boxing and martial
arts. Now, he was going to
start working out in the famous
Gleason’s Boxing Gym down
the block from Fire Patrol 1. He
would bring his younger
brother Mike with him to work
out in the ring. Eventually,
Paddy would become a
contender in the Golden Gloves
tournament. While working

out at Gleason’s Gym, he would spar with professional fighters. One of
the more famous fighters he sparred with was Roberto Duran. He
earned the respect of those that saw him fight in the gym.
The New York Fire Patrol would be assigned on some boxes in
their response area. There were times when the New York Fire Patrol
would operate side-by-side with the FDNY. On May 25th 1977, Fire
Patrol 1 was called to the Everard Bath House Fire at 28 West 28th
Street (See Division 7 Training and Safety Newsletter, January 2019).
On-duty in Fire Patrol 1 was Carlos Rivera, George Menar, Danny
Nastro, Jimmy Coyle, and Paddy Brown. Paddy Brown made entry
several times into the smoke filled building. He found two unconscious
patrons in the swimming pool area. He removed them and then
performed cardio
pulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) on
the two persons.
Paddy Brown had to
be removed in an
ambulance after
searching the smoke
charged occupancy
and performing CPR.
Jimmy Coyle
would ask Paddy
Brown to be the
Godfather to his son, Jimmy Coyle Jr. Jimmy Coyle Jr. later became an
FDNY Firefighter. Paddy Brown used his influence to get him assigned

with him at Ladder Co. 3. Jimmy Coyle Jr. was working in Ladder 3 on
September 11, 2001.
The call for
the FDNY finally
came for Paddy
Brown on
December 17,
1977. He went
through Proby
School with his
carpool partner
Carl Oreggio.
They would end
their careers in
the same battalion.
Fr. Paddy Brown
would graduate from Proby
School on January 28, 1977.
He was assigned to Ladder
26 in Harlem, “The Fire
Factory”. In the class before
Paddy’s, another Proby
named Jay Fischler was
assigned to Ladder 26.
These two like-minded young firefighters were about to embark on
storied careers. Ladder 26 was the birthplace of the “Ladders 3, Fire
Tactics and Procedures for Tenements”. Its author was Captain John
O’Regan, the Captain of Ladder 26. Under the tutelage of senior

firefighters such as Bill Stewart, Larry Fitzpatrick, and Lieutenants Joe
Curry and Tom Kennedy, every day would be a learning experience.
Fr. Paddy Brown would not
only absorb all the lessons being
taught to him, he would teach
others as well. A Proby that
came into the “Fire Factory”
about a year after Paddy was
Ralph Fago. Ralph was assigned
to Engine 58. Paddy would take
the time to teach Ralph what
he knew. One time,
Ralph had the
“Nozzle” and was
awaiting the
Forcible Entry Team from Ladder 26 to force a fire apartment door.
Paddy Brown was on that forcible entry team. As soon as the door was
forced, Paddy put his head on the floor. He then told Ralph: “Hey
Ralph, put your head on the floor and look.” Ralph was able to see
deep into the flat by putting his head on the floor as Paddy instructed.
Ralph Fago made some interesting
observations about his time working
with him. He noted that Paddy had a
unique skill-set that he brought to the
fire ground. He was able to evaluate a
situation quickly. He never saw a
firefighter search an apartment faster

than Paddy.
“He wasn’t
reckless; he just
knew where he
was going.”
Through his
knowledge of
layouts, sizeup, and his
instincts, it
seemed as if he always knew where to go. Ralph would go on to say
that because Paddy brought such a unique skill-set to the fire, there
were rescues that he made that may not have been made if Paddy was
not working. Ralph Fago would continue in his praise of Paddy Brown
by saying; “If I were trapped at a fire, I would want Paddy Brown
coming for me.”
Ladder 26 stressed “positioning” of individual firefighters. This is
a lesson that Paddy would pass along to his
firefighters when he became an officer,
“position, position, position”.
Fr. Paddy Brown of Ladder 26 made
his first rescue on March 31, 1979. He
received a Class “A” award. On March 7,
1980, he made another rescue in which he
received a Class III. He made two more
rescues, one on April 2, 1981, and one on
June 24, 1981 in which he received Class

“A” awards. People were starting to take notice of the young
firefighter. Rescue 1 recruited Paddy and was assigned there on
February 2, 1982.

While at a ceremony at the fire academy, Paddy Brown engaged
in a conversation with Lieutenant John Vigiano of Rescue 2 in Brooklyn.

Both men were former Marines and had a lot in common.
Lieut. Vigiano convinced Fr. Paddy Brown to put his transfer in for
Rescue 2. The transfer to Rescue 2 became official on May 28, 1983.
When Paddy made it to Rescue 2, he was befriended by Fr. Jack
Kleehaas. Jack would recall how he was easy-going and didn’t speak ill
of anyone. Both men were Marines that went to Vietnam. After a
short discussion, Jack felt as if he knew him for a long time.
One look at Paddy Brown in his Class A uniform, you cannot help
but notice the amount of ribbons on his coat. Paddy Brown received all
his individual awards within a ten-year span of time. Every individual
award was for an act of heroism while in the rank of firefighter. He was
awarded four unit citations after being promoted to Lieutenant. He

was awarded seven Class B’s, four Class A’s, four Class III’s, and one
Class II. He was awarded five Medal Day medals. They were for
meritorious acts as follows:
1981-DR. ALBERT A. CINELLI MEDAL:
While assigned to Ladder 26, he was
the Outside Vent Firefighter at a fire
on the upper floors of a 6-story old
law tenement. Fire was coming out
the windows on the fourth and fifth
floors. He could hear trapped
occupants on the top floor fire
escape. They were cut off by the fire. Fr. Brown’s passage up the
stairway of the fire escape was also blocked. Fr. Brown jumped on the
railing of the fire escape and grabbed the structure of the fire escape.
He swung on the fire escape from side to side to get momentum to
make it to the top floor and avoid the fire encroaching on the fire
escape. He made it to the top floor and rescued two people.
1985-DR. J. W. GOLDENKRANZ MEDAL: Assigned to Rescue 2: After
being driven off the top floor of a loft building fire due to
extreme heat, he responded to an “Urgent”
message from the Roofman from
Ladder 118. He and three other
roof men were cut-off and
trapped on the roof from the
heavy fire condition on the top
floor. Fr. Brown went up the fire
escape past the venting fire and

made it to the roof. He guided the trapped firefighters to the fire
escape by his voice. He made sure all the trapped firefighters were off
the roof. As he was descending the fire escape, heavy fire vented out
the window and burned Fr. Brown. He was admitted to the Burn
Center.
1986-SIGNAL 7-7 FIRE BELL CLUB
MEDAL: Assigned to Rescue 2. While
searching the third floor in a
brownstone fire, found a hidden
stairway up to the fourth floor. He and
his partner Fr. Al Washington made
their way up to the top floor. Heavy
smoke and high heat made their search difficult. Fr. Brown heard the
moaning of a trapped occupant. He found a 35-year-old man who was
burned and unconscious. Fr. Washington helped Fr. Brown remove the
victim to the street.
1988-FRANK W. KRIDEL MEDAL:
Assigned to Rescue 2. Fr. Paddy
Brown and his partner Fr. Charlie
Williams searched a fire apartment
on the 9th floor. Fr. Williams found a
man, Mr. Wendell Lewis. While
removing Mr. Lewis, another
trapped person was heard. Fr.
Brown kept removing Mr. Lewis. As
Fr. Brown passed the fire room, the firefighter containing the fire ran
out of water in his extinguisher. Fire blew out into the hallway of the
apartment. Fr. Brown shielded Mr. Lewis from the fire and the

facepiece of his SCBA was knocked off. Fr. Brown made it to the public
hallway where he administered CPR to Mr. Lewis. Mr. Lewis was
revived. Fr. Paddy Brown would be treated for 1st and 2nd degree burns
and smoke inhalation.
1988-BROOKLYN CITIZENS
MEDAL: Assigned to Rescue
2. Fr. Paddy Brown went up
an aerial ladder to the floor
above the fire. As he climbed
the aerial ladder, fire blew
out of the window directly
below the tip of the aerial.
Fr. Brown dove through the
fire and into the window on
the floor above the fire. Fr.
Brown found an unconscious
child, age 2, and followed the
voice of Fr. Peter Hassler of
Ladder 102 who was at the
tip of the aerial ladder. Fr.
Brown handed the child off to
Fr. Hassler. Fr. Brown went
back into the flat to continue
searching for trapped occupants. Fr. Brown found another unconscious
child, age 5. Fr. Brown removed the second child to Ladder 111’s
bucket. Fr. Brown re-entered the flat again. This time, he found the
two previous children’s mother. Near exhaustion, he was assisted in
removing the mother by Fr. Joseph Borst.

Fr. Patrick J. Brown would
be promoted to the rank of
Lieutenant on August 8, 1987.
He would be assigned to
Battalion 16 as a covering
Lieutenant. He would transfer
to Special Operations Command
(SOC) on August 11, 1990. He
would eventually be assigned to
Ladder 28 as a Lieutenant.
Manhattan Box 3-3837, May 14, 1991
On the morning of May 14,
1991, Rescue 1 was dispatched
to a structural fire at 737 7th
Avenue. On-duty was Lieut.
Paddy Brown (Covering), Fr.
Kevin Shea, Fr. Bruce Newbery, Fr. Patrick O’Keefe, Fr. Kevin Dowdell
(Detail from Rescue 2), and Fr. Patrick Barr (Detail from Ladder 45).
Lieut. Brown saw heavy black smoke coming from the 12th floor
windows of the 12 story building. Through the heavy smoke, a man
could be seen at a window in distress. Battalion Chief John J.
McDermott of the 9th Battalion ordered Rescue 1 to the roof to attempt
the rescue. The members of Rescue 1 climbed the stairs to the roof.

Lieut. Brown had Fr. Dowdell and Fr. O’Keefe go to the fire floor to
attempt a rescue via the interior of the building. The remaining
members went to the roof to start the life saving rope evolution.
Lieut. Brown put a call over the radio that they were starting a
rope rescue. While sizing-up
the roof, Lieut. Brown noticed
that there were no
substantial objects to tie the
rope off to. Lieut. Brown
formulized a plan to have Fr.
Shea lie on the roof and
attach the rope to his
personal harness. Three
other firefighters would hold
down Fr. Shea as Fr. Barr was
lowered via the rope to make
the rescue. As Fr. Barr was
about to dismount the
parapet, he told Lieut. Brown,
“don’t let me go.” Lieut.
Brown said in a confident
voice, you are ok. Fr. Barr
was lowered on the rope and
rescued Mr. Jose Gallegos
from a top floor window.
Now, there was another rescue to be made. This time the victim
was on the exposure 4 side, the W. 48 Street side. Mr. Peter Lewis was
in a precarious position with the fire moving closer to him. Lieut.

Brown ordered the same rope to be used
and have Fr. Shea be the rescuer. At this
time, Fr. Ray McCormick of Ladder 24
arrived at the roof and he would become the
lowering firefighter.
There was still no substantial object to tie off
to. Fr. Shea would dismount the parapet
dangling from the life saving rope. He completed the
rescue of Mr. Lewis just in time. The remaining
firefighters on the roof would hold down Fr.
McCormack during the lowering operation.

Firefighter Patrick B. Barr would be awarded
the “Emily Trevor/Mary B. Warren Medal” for
his actions at box 3-3-837. Firefighter Kevin
F. Shea would be awarded the “Hugh
Bonner Medal” for his actions at box 3-3837. Rescue 1 would be awarded a “Unit
Citation” for their actions at box 3-3837.
Both Fr. Kevin Shea and Fr. Pat
Barr told me that these two rope
rescues were successful due to
the planning, leadership, and
decisiveness of Lieut. Paddy
Brown. Lieutenant Paddy
Brown had a “command

presence” at this fire. He was presented with an unusual situation, two
distressed occupants in danger of jumping from the 12th floor.
Lieutenant Brown improvised, overcame and adapted. Historical Notes:
In 1991, not every firefighter had a personal harness. Also, Fr. Kevin
Dowdell, who was detailed to Rescue 1 for the tour was killed in the
line-of-duty on September 11, 2001.

Units on the
Lower East Side
responded to a
heavy fire
condition on
the 5th floor of
a 6-story old
law tenement.
Ladder 18 was
the 2nd due
ladder
company.
Their forcible
entry team
became trapped on the top floor, the floor above the fire. Two of the
three firefighters lost their helmets in a frantic effort to force entry into
an area of refuge while they were being burned. One of the firefighters
forced an apartment door, saving their lives.
Ladder 9 made it to the top floor and found a firefighter’s helmet
on the floor. All firefighters were ordered off the top floor due to the

intense fire extending there. The hallway was now lighting up as the
fire was extending. Lieut. Paddy Brown of Rescue 1 made an argument
to Battalion Chief Richard Rittmeyer of the 4th Battalion to go back to
the top floor. The thought was that there was still a missing firefighter
with the discovery of the helmet. Both Lieut. Brown and Battalion Chief
Rittmeyer went to the top floor to search for the missing firefighter.
They were both on their stomachs to avoid the intense heat during the
search of the top floor. Eventually, the formerly trapped firefighters
were accounted for in an ambulance and the search was called off.
Historical Note: In 1992, two of the most highly
decorated firefighters in the FDNY were
Battalion Chief Richard Rittmeyer and
Lieutenant Patrick Brown.
Lieutenant Patrick J. Brown would be
promoted to the rank of Captain on September
25, 1993. He was assigned to the 1st Division.
He would be assigned to Engine 69 on May 21,
1994.
The Watts Street Fire: On March 28,
1994, the Watts Street fire occurred which took the life of Fr. James
Young (Engine 24) on the day of the fire. Fr. Chris Siedenburg (Engine
24) would die from his injuries the next day. Captain John Drennan
(Ladder 5) was transported to the Burn Center. Captain Drennan had
3rd and 4th degree burns over 65% of his body. Captain Paddy Brown
went to the Burn Center and was assigned as the family laison. He took
care of the needs of John Drennan and his wife Vina for the duration of
John Drennan’s fight. John Drennan fought a valiant fight. On the 40th
day, John Drennan succumbed to his injuries.

In 1999, Captain Paddy Brown decided it was time for him to
make a move. He lived in Lower Manhattan and he had his eye on
being the Captain of Ladder Co. 3. Capt.
Brown transferred to the 1st Division on
October 2, 1999 and he covered in Ladder
3. He became the assigned Captain of
Ladder 3 on October 21, 2000.
When Captain Paddy Brown was
assigned to Ladder 3, the senior men in
the company were not sure who they
were getting. Paddy Brown’s reputation
had preceded him. They thought they
might be getting a “John Wayne”
character. They couldn’t have been more wrong. He came into his new
company in a softspoken way and
started leading the
best way he knew.
He led by example
and he wanted to
make sure that the
firefighters he
worked with kept
up with him. He
was known for
talking in the kitchen with the firefighters well into the night.

September 11th, 2001:
On the morning of September
11, 2001, Paddy Brown was onduty in Ladder 3. After the first
plane hit the North Tower, Capt.
Brown was on the department
radio telling the Manhattan
Dispatcher that a plane has hit
the World Trade Center (WTC),
“for your information.” The
dispatcher assigned Ladder 3 to
the fire.
I met Captain Paddy Brown
in the lobby of the North Tower
shortly after our arrival. He
spoke to me and said: “Jay, don’t
even bother reporting in. They
are just going to send you upstairs.”
I told him that this is too big to not follow procedure. Let me report in
and I will meet you upstairs.
As Ladder 3 was climbing the “B” stairway of the North Tower of
the WTC, they stopped on the 35th floor. Capt. Brown found a working
telephone on the floor and called the dispatcher. He stated: “I’m on
the 35th floor, okay, okay? Just relay to the command post we’re trying
to get up. There’s numerous civilians at all stairwells, numerous burn
injuries are coming down. I’m trying to send them down first.
Apparently, it’s above the 75th floor. I don’t know if they got there yet.
Okay. Three Truck and we are still heading up. Okay? Thank you.”

As the South Tower collapsed, it caused the North Tower to sway
violently. Once I realized that the South Tower collapsed, I realized that
our lives were in imminent peril. I ordered the evacuation of my unit,
Ladder 6. In the turmoil, I heard a
radio conversation between Deputy
Chief Peter Hayden and Captain
Paddy Brown. Chief Hayden stated:
“Command Post to Ladder 3,
Command Post to Ladder 3, get out
of the building!” Capt. Brown
responded: “This is the officer of
Ladder Co. 3. I refuse the order! I
am on the 44th floor and we have
too many burned people with me. I
am not leaving them!”

The following fire officers and firefighters of Ladder 3 and
Battalion 6 were killed in the line-of-duty when the North Tower of the
WTC collapsed:
Battalion Chief John Williamson Fr. John McAvoy

Fr. Steve Olson

Captain Patrick Brown

Fr. Mike Carroll

Fr. Jay Ogren

Lieutenant Kevin Donnelly

Fr. Tim McSweeney

Fr. Jerry Dewan

Fr. Joe Maloney

Fr. Jeff Giordano

Fr. Jimmy Coyle

There were two common themes that kept coming up while doing
research for this newsletter. The first is the word “humble”. Everyone
who knew Paddy Brown said that he was humble about his
accomplishments. The second was that everyone I interviewed for this
newsletter thanked me for giving them the opportunity to talk about
their friend.
Patrick J. Brown was an outstanding leader, a tough firefighter,
and a man with tremendous compassion. He was a righteous man who
would help someone in their time of need. The world lost a great man
on September 11th.
May he rest in
peace. Never
forget!

Deputy Chief
Jay Jonas,
Division 7

Resources: “What Brothers Do” by Michael Everett Brown; “Miss You
Pat” by Sharon Watts; FDNY Medal Day Books from 1981, 1985, 1986,
1988, 1992; Unit Citation Report from Rescue 1, Manhattan Box 3-3837.
Michael Brown’s book can be purchased at whatbrothersdo.com
Thanks go to the following people who contributed to this essay:
Officers and Firefighters from Ladder 3, Lieutenant William Ryan
(Rescue 1), Fr. Patrick Barr (Ret.), Lieutenant Kevin Shea (Ret.), Battalion
Chief Ralph Fago (Ret.), Fr. Michael Moran (Ret.), John Leonard (NY Fire
Patrol Ret.), Fr. Jim Wind (Ret.), Lieutenant Mickey Conboy (Rescue 3),
Fr. Bob Athanas (Rescue 3), Fr. Paul Hashagen (Ret.), Battalion Chief
Jack Kleehaas (Ret.), Fr. Jim Carney (Ret.), Captain Chris Tighe Division
15), Fr. Carl Oreggia (Ret.), Fr. Tim Brown (Ret.), Bobby Burke, Tom
O’Kane, Matty Daly, Michael Everett Brown, Carolyn Brown Shorthouse,
Lieutenant Craig Buccieri (Ret.), Battalion Chief Jay Fischler (Ret.), John
Rinciari (Yonkers P.D. Ret.), Battalion Chief Donald Hayde (Ret.), Mike
Dick (Fire Photographer), Warren Fuchs, Pete O’Dea (Fire
Photographer), Fr. Eugene Brennan (Ladder 3), Kimberly Grieger (911
Tribute Museum), Deputy Chief Vincent Dunn (Ret.), Fr. Chris Roberto
(Engine 48)

FIREFIGHTER JOHN W. BOYLE, RESCUE 1, RETIRED,
Passed away on August 24, 2019 from injuries
sustained while operating at Manhattan Box 5-5-8087.
This was the rescue and recovery effort at the World
Trade Center after the attacks of September 11, 2001.
May he rest in peace. Never forget!
FIREFIGHTER ROBERT B. FITZGIBBON, ENGINE 47,
RETIRED, Passed away on August 14, 2019 from
injuries sustained while operating at Manhattan Box 55-8087. This was the rescue and recovery effort at the
World Trade Center after the attacks of September 11,
2001. May he rest in peace. Never forget!

